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					It is completely possible to create your own renewable energy source, for $200 or less. (Compare
this to commercially made generators, which cost upwards of $1500.)
 
	There is absolutely no reason for you to rely on your local utility company, to power your home.
You can do it yourself... even building and selling the generators for profit!
 
	Whether you are most interested in solar-based or wind-based power, this guide will assist you in
doing so. Many consumers actually make the choice to build both, which will generate the most
energy possible.
 
	(Instructions are geared to the size of your home and your geographical location... no college
degree or prior knowledge is required.)
 
	Solar-based systems are recommended for powering up any type of home appliance and lights.
They are completely portable so they are great for camping, as well. Wind-based systems can
power up ANY type of electronic device.
 
	In many cases, households utilizing these generators actually produce more energy than needed.
When this happens, the utility company sends them a check. How amazing is that?
 
	Depending on the size of your home, your generator and the guide can easily pay for itself, within
one month's time. You won't have to wait YEARS to recoup your initial investment.
 
	The guide, Home Made Energy, comes with a 100% money back guarantee. You have 60 days to
construct and use your generator. If you aren't completely satisfied with the amount of money you
have saved, you will be issued a refund. You really have nothing to lose and renewable energy to
gain.
 
			
			
					Find reviews on alternative energy guides at Five Star Reviews
[http://www.fivestarreviews.info/altenergy] -Alternative Energy and take a look at the newest, most
comprehensive guide to off grid living at the Efficient Living [http://www.efficient-living.info]
website.
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